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Ethics and Religious Culture 

All in This Together?  
Information for students 

• During the last months, as the whole world is paralyzed by a global pandemic, words of 
encouragement are being delivered by celebrities on television and on social media, reminding 
us that, ‘’we’re all in this together.’’ Is that the case? It would be easier to believe the messages 
of hope, if they weren’t filmed in giant mansions with back yards that look like parks, cinema 
rooms & tennis courts – while some other people simply can’t afford to social distance and 
protect themselves. 

• While some historians argue that disasters such as armed conflicts and pandemics usually 
cause social inequalities to decrease momentarily, others point out that right now, as the 
Coronavirus crisis continues, the vulnerable are hit the hardest. It’s hard to believe that the 
Covid-19 is a ‘’great equalizer,’’ a term that has been used by certain anthropologists, and 
recycled by politicians and celebrities. 

• Although it’s true that wealthy people could still die from the virus, it’s undeniable that celebrities 
can use strategies most can’t employ. Some of their quarantine posts are igniting debates 
online because they are using their privilege to their advantage and still documenting their every 
move on social media. Some examples include: 
o Wearing protecting equipment that even health workers can’t always access 
o Being tested for Covid-19 without showing symptoms, despite the shortages and the 

supposedly strict criteria 
o Travelling from growing hotspots to rural areas, in defiance of nonessential travel ban and at 

the risk of infecting more people 
• Considering that many around the world, even in developed countries, don’t have access to 

reliable internet, clean water or sanitation, and that some famous & wealthy people have joked 
that being confined in their home and homeschooling their children was inhumane or felt like 
spending time in jail, what is your opinion on those disparities? 
o Do you see them as being disconnected from the reality and unable to see how privileged 

they are?  
o Do you think they are entitled to what they’ve earned and are allowed to struggle too during 

these unprecedented times? 
• Famous artists, celebrities and influencers have kept in touch with their fans during the global 

crisis in a lot of different ways. While some are displaying their wealth and complaining about 
not being able to travel, some have been performing live for free, sending genuine words of 
encouragement, making donation to non-profit organization, etc. 
o If you follow celebrities online, or have seen what has been posted by some of them, do you 

remember cringing, rolling your eyes, feeling envious, inspired, moved? Why exactly? 
Explain. (If you don’t usually know what celebrities are up to, you can easily research 
online.) 
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o Do you think celebrities, because of their wealth, have an added responsibility during 

worldwide crisis like the ongoing pandemic? Share your opinion.  
o Should they be held accountable because they are in the public eye – when most of them 

aren’t nearly as wealthy as the world’s top billionaires? Discuss. 

Materials required 
• Device with Internet access / Social Media  
• Paper and writing materials 

Information for parents 
About the activity 
Children could: 

• Remember the goal is not to have the right answer but to reflect on the issues of 
fame, wealth and privilege. 

Parents should: 
• Discuss the questions with your child and share your thoughts with them. Perhaps 

encourage them to contact a classmate if they have more questions or want to chat 
and compare their findings. 
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